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GOAL :
Drawing on our current study of DIY tutorials, we
propose an experiment in which we ‘translate’
tutorials from their current format to a more
traditional cookbook style of format.
The recipe format can help us rethink how we
design tools and formats to support the exchange
of knowledge and know-how in the DIY community.
Our future work will include the translation of more
tutorials to recipes as well as the development of
DIY cookbooks.
Inspired by

Chilled fresh
tomato soup
[Bold in the original]:

The Joy of
Cooking

(by Rombauer and
Becker, 1975)

Makes about 3 Cups
One way to use surplus garden
tomatoes. Peel seed and chop
coarsely into a blender:
2 ½ cups very ripe fresh
tomatoes
Blend briefly with:
1 cup cream
1 tablespoon parsley
1 tablespoon basil
Season to taste
Chill and serve with:
Lemon slices

Fatello Cardboard Lamp

DIY Cellphone
Final image displayed at
beginning of recipe.

Makes 1 Lamp

Here's a simple use for those extra boxes you have lying around the
house. First download and print the PDF:
http://www.fattelo.com/en/#download-buy
Follow patterns on PDF and tape together to make one large sheet.
Cut around solid line outline of the shape on the papers. Tape cut out
paper shape onto:
1 Sheet of Cardboard big enough to fit full sheet (pizza boxes
work well).
Gently cut along the dotted lines, scoring the cardboard for later
folding. Cut cardboard along the outside of the paper shape. Bend
cardboard along scored edges to create the rough shape of a desk
lamp. A ruler can be used to ensure straight lines. This will make up
the frame for your lamp, set aside and grab:

Yield amount.
Introductory sentence
and motivation for the
build

1 LED Strip

Would you like to know how to build a cell phone? Start out by purchases a PCB for a simple cell phone you can build at home:
http://oshpark.com/shared_projects/9KhdfD2Y
While you wait for that to arrive in the mail, let’s make the housing for
all of the electronics. Open:

Each required tool and
material is presented in
bold within the recipe.
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Similar Techniques grouped
into the same section.

Which can all be found at:
https://github.com/damellis/cellphone2hw/tree/master/Case
Using a Laser Cutter, cut each file onto separate pieces of:

1 Soldering Iron
Solder
Preheat Soldering Iron to 315 degrees Celsius (600 degrees
Fahrenheit).
Cut a section from:

Makes 1 Cellphone

¼” / (6mm) Plywood
Wood Veneer

Lines alternate from
tools and materials to
techniques.

Ensuring that the wood Venner is only used on the files that have
“Veneer” in the title. Once all four pieces are cut, set them aside for
later. With that finished, we can work on the electrical internals. Lay
out all of the components listed here:
https://github.com/damellis/cellphone2hw/blob/master/Compone
nts/BOM.pdf?raw=true

Then cut:
1 6V DC Wall Adapter
At the adapter plug end. Strip adapter wires 1/8” to reveal the wires
for soldering. Place adapter wires and LED strip into:

Using a Soldering Iron, solder every component listed onto your PCB
one at a time. Do not connect battery or SIM Card until instructed.
Once all electronics have been soldered to PCB, load:

1 Helping Hand

Arduino Software (http://arduino.cc/)

Ensure positive leads are connected together, negative leads are
connected together, then solder wires.
Grab:

Onto your computer. Then install:

Each step is presented on
it’s own line, in a list format.

Git Version Control Software (http://git-scm.com/)

1 Cardboard Lamp Frame (previously made)

From Git software, checkout the cellphones source code on GitHub.

Feed adapter cord (with LED strip soldered to end) through cardboard
structure. The LED strip should be at the top of the cardboard structure pointing down, and the adapter wire should be exiting the triangular hole in the back of the base of the structure. Tape the LED Strip in
place so it doesn’t fall (reversible tape works well for this). Also tape
the adapter cord where it exits the base, to keep people from pulling
on the LEDs when the wire is tugged.
Plug in and enjoy your new desk lamp!

https://github.com/damellis/cellphone2.git
Change into the source code’s directory from here (“cd cellphone2”).
Also checkout the cellphone’s software with “git submodule init” and
“git submodule update”. In Arduino’s preferences dialogue change
your sketchbook folder to the cellphone2 folder you just created. Connect your DIY Cellphone ISP Header to your computer using:
...

